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DISCLAIMER
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Certain commercial entities, equipment, products, or materials may be identified by name or company
logo or other insignia in order to acknowledge their participation in this collaboration or to describe an
experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply special status or relationship with NIST or recommendation or endorsement by NIST or NCCoE; neither is it intended to imply that the entities, equipment, products, or materials are necessarily the best available
for the purpose.
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While NIST and the NCCoE address goals of improving management of cybersecurity and privacy risk
through outreach and application of standards and best practices, it is the stakeholder’s responsibility to
fully perform a risk assessment to include the current threat, vulnerabilities, likelihood of a compromise,
and the impact should the threat be realized before adopting cybersecurity measures such as this
recommendation.
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National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 1800-32B, Natl. Inst. Stand. Technol.
Spec. Publ. 1800-32B, 56 pages, (September 2021), CODEN: NSPUE2
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FEEDBACK
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You can improve this guide by contributing feedback. As you review and adopt this solution for your
own organization, we ask you and your colleagues to share your experience and advice with us.
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Comments on this publication may be submitted to: energy_nccoe@nist.gov.
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Public comment period: September 21, 2021, through October 20, 2021
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All comments are subject to release under the Freedom of Information Act.
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NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
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The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE), a part of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), is a collaborative hub where industry organizations, government agencies, and
academic institutions work together to address businesses’ most pressing cybersecurity issues. This
public-private partnership enables the creation of practical cybersecurity solutions for specific
industries, as well as for broad, cross-sector technology challenges. Through consortia under
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), including technology partners—from
Fortune 50 market leaders to smaller companies specializing in information and operational technology
security—the NCCoE applies standards and best practices to develop modular, adaptable example
cybersecurity solutions using commercially available technology. The NCCoE documents these example
solutions in the NIST Special Publication 1800 series, which maps capabilities to the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework and details the steps needed for another entity to re-create the example solution. The
NCCoE was established in 2012 by NIST in partnership with the State of Maryland and Montgomery
County, Maryland.
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To learn more about the NCCoE, visit https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/. To learn more about NIST, visit
https://www.nist.gov.
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NIST CYBERSECURITY PRACTICE GUIDES
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NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guides (Special Publication 1800 series) target specific cybersecurity
challenges in the public and private sectors. They are practical, user-friendly guides that facilitate
adoption of standards-based approaches to cybersecurity. They show members of the information
security community how to implement example solutions that help them align with relevant standards
and best practices, and provide users with the materials lists, configuration files, and other information
they need to implement a similar approach.
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The documents in this series describe example implementations of cybersecurity practices that
businesses and other organizations may voluntarily adopt. These documents do not describe regulations
or mandatory practices, nor do they carry statutory authority.
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ABSTRACT
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The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) refers to the application of instrumentation and connected
sensors and other devices to machinery and vehicles in the transport, energy, and other critical
infrastructure sectors. In the energy sector, distributed energy resources (DERs) such as solar
photovoltaics including sensors, data transfer and communications systems, instruments, and other
commercially available devices that are networked together. DERs introduce information exchanges
between a utility’s distribution control system and the DERs to manage the flow of energy in the
distribution grid.
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This practice guide explores how information exchanges among commercial- and utility-scale DERs and
electric distribution grid operations can be monitored and protected from certain cybersecurity threats
and vulnerabilities.
The NCCoE built a reference architecture using commercially available products to show organizations
how several cybersecurity capabilities, including communications and data integrity, malware detection,
network monitoring, authentication and access control, and cloud-based analysis and visualization can
be applied to protect distributed end points and reduce the IIoT attack surface for DERs.
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The terms “shall” and “shall not” indicate requirements to be followed strictly to conform to the
publication and from which no deviation is permitted. The terms “should” and “should not” indicate that
among several possibilities, one is recommended as particularly suitable without mentioning or
excluding others, or that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required, or that (in
the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action is discouraged but not prohibited. The terms
“may” and “need not” indicate a course of action permissible within the limits of the publication. The
terms “can” and “cannot” indicate a possibility and capability, whether material, physical, or causal.
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CALL FOR PATENT CLAIMS
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This public review includes a call for information on essential patent claims (claims whose use would be
required for compliance with the guidance or requirements in this Information Technology Laboratory
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(ITL) draft publication). Such guidance and/or requirements may be directly stated in this ITL Publication
or by reference to another publication. This call also includes disclosure, where known, of the existence
of pending U.S. or foreign patent applications relating to this ITL draft publication and of any relevant
unexpired U.S. or foreign patents.
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ITL may require from the patent holder, or a party authorized to make assurances on its behalf, in written or electronic form, either:
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a) assurance in the form of a general disclaimer to the effect that such party does not hold and does not
currently intend holding any essential patent claim(s); or
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b) assurance that a license to such essential patent claim(s) will be made available to applicants desiring
to utilize the license for the purpose of complying with the guidance or requirements in this ITL draft
publication either:
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1. under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination;
or
2. without compensation and under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free
of any unfair discrimination.
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Such assurance shall indicate that the patent holder (or third party authorized to make assurances on its
behalf) will include in any documents transferring ownership of patents subject to the assurance, provisions sufficient to ensure that the commitments in the assurance are binding on the transferee, and that
the transferee will similarly include appropriate provisions in the event of future transfers with the goal
of binding each successor-in-interest.
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The assurance shall also indicate that it is intended to be binding on successors-in-interest regardless of
whether such provisions are included in the relevant transfer documents.
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Such statements should be addressed to: energy_nccoe@nist.gov
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1 Summary

173
174
175
176
177
178
179

An increasing number of distributed energy resources (DERs) are connecting to the distribution grid.
These DERs introduce two-way information exchanges between a utility’s distribution control system
and the DERs, or an aggregator, to manage the flow of energy in the distribution grid. These information
exchanges often employ Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technologies that lack the communications
security present in conventional utility systems. Managing, trusting, and securing the information
exchanges between DERs and utility distribution control systems or other DERs presents significant
challenges.

180
181
182
183
184
185

The National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST’s) National Cybersecurity Center of
Excellence (NCCoE) collaborated with stakeholders in the electricity sector, the University of Maryland
(UMD), and cybersecurity technology vendors to build a laboratory environment that represents a
distribution utility interconnected with a campus DER microgrid. Using this environment, we are
exploring how information exchanges between commercial- and utility-scale DERs and the electric
distribution grid can be monitored, trusted, and protected.

186

The goals of this NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide are to help organizations:

187



remotely monitor and control utility-owned and customer-managed DER assets

188



protect and trust data and communications traffic of grid-edge devices and networks

189



capture an immutable record of control commands across DERs

190



support secure edge-to-cloud data flows, visualization, and continuous intelligence

191

For ease of use, the following provides a short description of each section in this volume.

192
193

Section 1, Summary, presents the challenge addressed by this NCCoE project, including our approach to
addressing the challenge, the solution demonstrated, and the benefits of the solution.

194
195
196

Section 2, How to Use This Guide, explains how business decision makers, program managers,
information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) professionals might use each volume of the
guide.

197
198
199

Section 3, Approach, offers a detailed treatment of the scope of the project, the risk assessment that
informed the solution, and the technologies and components that industry collaborators supplied to
build the example solution.

200
201

Section 4, Architecture, specifies the components of the example solution and details how data and
communications flow between and among DERs and the distribution grid.

202
203

Section 5, Security Characteristic Analysis, provides details about the tools and techniques used to test
and understand the extent to which the project example solution meets its objective of demonstrating
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204
205

that information exchanges among DERs and electric distribution grid operations can be monitored and
protected from certain cybersecurity compromises.

206
207

Section 6, Future Project Considerations, is a brief treatment of other applications that NIST might
explore in the future to further protect DER communications.

208

The appendixes provide acronyms, a glossary of terms, and a list of references cited in this volume.

209

1.1 Challenge

210
211
212
213
214
215
216

Small-scale DERs—such as solar photovoltaics—are growing rapidly and transforming the power grid.
The distribution grid is becoming a multisource grid of interconnected devices and systems driven by
two-way data communication and power flows. These data and power flows often rely on IIoT
technologies that are connected to both the DERs’ power production assets and various wired and
wireless networks. These edge devices have an embedded level of digital intelligence that allows DER
assets to be monitored and tracked, and through the edge devices, share data on their status and
communicate with other devices across DER networks and beyond.

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226

A distribution utility may need to remotely communicate with thousands of DERs—some of which may
not even be owned or configured by the utility—to control the operating points and monitor the status
of these devices. Many companies are not equipped to provide secure access to DERs and to
monitor and trust the rapidly growing amount of data coming from them or flowing into them. The
ability of utilities and DER operators to trust these information exchanges is essential to these
companies’ business. Any disruption or manipulation of the data could have negative consequences on
utility and DER operations, and on their customers. Securing DER communications will be critical
to maintain the reliability of the distribution grid. Any attack that can deny, disrupt, or tamper with DER
communications could prevent a utility from performing necessary control commands and could
diminish grid resiliency.

227

1.2 Solution

228
229
230
231
232

The NCCoE collaborated with stakeholders in the electricity sector, UMD, and cybersecurity technology
providers to build an environment that represents a distribution utility interconnected with a campus DER microgrid. Within this ecosystem, we explore how information exchanges among DERs and
electric distribution grid operations can be protected from certain cybersecurity compromises. The example solution demonstrates the following capabilities:

233



communications and data integrity to ensure that information is not modified in transit

234
235



authentication and access control to ensure that only known, authorized systems can exchange
information

236
237



command register that maintains an independent, immutable record of information exchanges
between distribution grid and DER operators
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238
239



malware detection to monitor information exchanges and processing to identify potential
malware infections

240



behavioral monitoring to detect deviations from operational norms

241



analysis and visualization processes to monitor data, identify anomalies, and alert operators

242
243
244
245
246

The example solution documented in the practice guide uses technologies and security capabilities from
our project collaborators. The solution aligns with the security standards and guidelines of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework; NIST Interagency or Internal Report 7628 Revision 1: Guidelines for Smart Grid
Cybersecurity [1]; and NIST Special Publication (SP) 1108r4, Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards, Release 4.0 [2].

247

1.3 Benefits

248

The NCCoE’s practice guide can help your organization:

249
250



develop a risk-based approach for connecting and managing DERs and other grid-edge devices
that is built on NIST and industry standards

251
252



provide integrity of energy transactions by monitoring and protecting IIoT digital
communications

253



enhance reliability and stability of the grid by better protecting DERs from cyber attacks

254



assure that distribution operators retain control of DERs independent of a cyber event

255
256



provide an immutable record of commands to and responses from utility-owned and customermanaged DERs

257

2 How to Use This Guide

258
259
260

This NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide demonstrates a standards-based reference architecture and
provides users with the information they need to replicate secure and trusted information exchanges in
a DER environment. This reference architecture is modular and can be deployed in whole or in part.

261

This guide contains three volumes:

262



NIST SP 1800-32A: Executive Summary

263
264



NIST SP 1800-32B: Approach, Architecture, and Security Characteristics–what we built and why
(you are here)

265



NIST SP 1800-32C: How-To Guides–instructions for building the example solution

266

Depending on your role in your organization, you might use this guide in different ways:

267
268

Business decision makers, including chief security, risk, compliance, and technology officers, will be
interested in the Executive Summary, NIST SP 1800-32A, which describes the following topics:
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269
270



challenges that enterprises face in monitoring, protecting, and trusting information exchanges
among and between DERs

271



example solution built at the NCCoE and UMD

272



cybersecurity and operational benefits of adopting the example solution

273
274
275

Technology or security program managers who are concerned with how to identify, understand, assess,
and mitigate risk will be interested in this part of the guide, NIST SP 1800-32B, which describes what we
did and why. The following sections will be of particular interest:

276



Section 3.4.3, Risk, provides a description of the risk analysis we performed

277
278
279



Section 3.4.4, Security Control Map and Technologies, maps the security characteristics of this
reference architecture to cybersecurity standards and best practices and the technologies used
in our example solution

280
281

You might share the Executive Summary, NIST SP 1800-32A, with your leadership team members to help
them understand the importance of adopting standards-based cybersecurity for DERs.

282
283
284
285
286
287

IT and OT professionals who want to implement an approach such as this will find the entire practice
guide useful. You can use the how-to portion of the guide, NIST SP 1800-32C, to replicate all or parts of
the example solution created in our lab. The how-to portion of the guide will provide specific product
installation, configuration, and integration instructions for implementing the example solution. We do
not re-create the product manufacturers’ documentation, which is generally widely available. Rather,
we show how we incorporated the products together in our environment to create an example solution.

288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

This guide assumes that IT and OT professionals have experience implementing security products within
the enterprise. While we are using a suite of commercial products to address this challenge, this guide
does not endorse these particular products. Your organization can adopt this solution or one that
adheres to these guidelines in whole, or you can use this guide as a starting point for tailoring and
implementing parts of the reference architecture to provide a high level of assurance in the integrity of
the data for secure information exchanges between DERs and utilities. Your organization’s security
experts should identify the products that will best integrate with your existing tools and IT, OT, and
related grid monitoring and control system infrastructure. Section 3.4.4, Security Control Map and
Technologies, lists the products we used and maps them to the cybersecurity controls provided by this
reference architecture.

298
299
300
301

A NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide does not describe a "single" solution but rather a possible solution.
This is a draft guide. We seek feedback on its contents and welcome your input. Comments and
suggestions will improve subsequent versions of this guide. Please contribute your thoughts to
energy_nccoe@nist.gov.
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302

2.1 Typographic Conventions

303

The following table presents typographic conventions used in this volume.
Typeface/Symbol

Meaning

Example

Italics

file names and path names;
references to documents that
are not hyperlinks; new
terms; and placeholders
names of menus, options,
command buttons, and fields
command-line input,
onscreen computer output,
sample code examples, and
status codes
command-line user input
contrasted with computer
output
link to other parts of the
document, a web URL, or an
email address

For language use and style guidance,
see the NCCoE Style Guide.

Bold
Monospace

Monospace Bold

blue text

Choose File > Edit.
mkdir

service sshd start

All publications from NIST’s NCCoE
are available at
https://www.nccoe.nist.gov.

304

3 Approach

305
306
307
308
309
310

IIoT devices within DERs may communicate and exchange information across the open internet or
private multi-tenant networks. These information exchanges expand the attack surface of traditional
energy generation and distribution networks and the assets that connect to them. To address this
challenge, the NCCoE offers a risk-based approach to cybersecurity and proactive cybersecurity defense
mechanisms that organizations can use to assure that information exchanges between and among DERs
can be monitored, secured, and trusted.

311
312
313
314

The NCCoE collaborated with an Energy Sector Community of Interest that included technology and
cybersecurity vendors, subject matter experts from the electric power industry, academia, and
government to define the project scope and cybersecurity challenges, DER use cases, data flows and
information exchanges, and a reference architecture.

315
316
317

We then assembled a team of cybersecurity vendors and subject matter experts to refine the solution
and build a laboratory prototype of the reference architecture. The prototype example solution uses a
combination of logical and physical infrastructure at the NCCoE and on the UMD campus.
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3.1 Audience

319
320
321
322
323
324

This guide is intended for individuals and organizations responsible for safe, secure, responsive, and
efficient operation and interconnection of DERs with the distribution grid. These could include
distribution utilities, investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities, utility cooperatives, independent power
producers, distribution and microgrid owners and operators (including their investors and insurers), DER
aggregators, and DER vendors. The guide may also be of interest to anyone in industry, academia, or
government who seeks general knowledge of DER cybersecurity.

325

3.2 Scope

326
327

This NCCoE project and reference architecture demonstrate an approach for improving the overall
security of IIoT in a DER environment and address the following areas of interest:

328
329



the information exchanges between and among DER systems and distribution facilities/entities
and the cybersecurity considerations involved in these interactions

330
331



the processes and cybersecurity technologies needed for trusted device identification and
communication with other devices

332
333



the ability to provide malware prevention, detection, and mitigation in operating environments
where information exchanges occur

334
335



cybersecurity analytics to help DER owners and operators analyze and react to potential security
events in their operating environment

336

3.3 Assumptions

337

This project is guided by the following assumptions:

338
339
340



The solution was developed in a lab environment to mimic commercial- and utility-scale DERs
connecting to the distribution grid. We did not interconnect with an actual distribution utility as
part of the project.

341
342



An organization has access to the skills and resources necessary to implement the cybersecurity
capabilities highlighted in the project.

343
344
345
346
347
348



The IIoT components and devices used in the project are trustworthy (i.e., there are no supply
chain cybersecurity concerns) on initial connection to the lab environment. NIST’s Cybersecurity
for IoT program has defined a set of capabilities that device manufacturers should consider
integrating into their IoT devices and that consumers should consider enabling/configuring in
those devices. A more thorough discussion of IoT device cybersecurity capabilities as it relates to
this project is available in Appendix C.
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349

3.4 Risk Assessment

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357

NIST SP 800-30 Revision 1, Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments states that risk is “a measure of the
extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event, and typically a function of:
(i) the adverse impacts that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs; and (ii) the likelihood of
occurrence.” The guide further defines risk assessment as “the process of identifying, estimating, and
prioritizing risks to organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, reputation),
organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation, resulting from the operation of
an information system. Part of risk management incorporates threat and vulnerability analyses, and
considers mitigations provided by security controls planned or in place.”

358
359
360
361
362

The NCCoE recommends that any discussion of risk management, particularly at the enterprise level,
begins with a comprehensive review of NIST SP 800-37 Revision 2, Risk Management Framework for
Information Systems and Organizations, material that is available to the public. The Risk Management
Framework (RMF) guidance, as a whole, proved to be invaluable in giving us a baseline to assess risks
and evaluate the security characteristics of the reference architecture, example solution, and this guide.

363

We performed two types of risk assessment in this project:

364
365
366
367



Initial analysis of the risk factors based on discussions with the Energy Sector Community of
Interest and key stakeholders in the electric power industry, academia, and the cybersecurity
technology domain. This analysis led to creating the Securing the Industrial Internet of Things:
Cybersecurity for Distributed Energy Resources project description.

368
369
370



Analysis of how to secure the components, connections, and information exchanges within the
reference architecture and to minimize any vulnerabilities they might introduce. See Section 5,
Security Characteristic Analysis.

371

3.4.1 Threats

372
373
374
375

NIST SP 800-30 Revision 1 defines a threat as “any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely
impact organizational operations.” For this project, threats are viewed from the standpoint of
cybersecurity and the cyber events that could impact or compromise the integrity or control of DER
information exchanges.

376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383

DERs employ industrial control systems (ICS). The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) ICS-Computer Emergency Readiness Team (CERT) defines cyber-threat sources to ICS as “persons
who attempt unauthorized access to a control system device and/or network using a data
communications pathway” [3]. CISA ICS-CERT, along with NIST SP 800-82 Revision 2, Guide to Industrial
Control Systems (ICS) Security, identifies malicious actors who may pose threats to ICS infrastructure,
including foreign intelligence services (i.e., national government organizations whose intelligencegathering and espionage activities seek to harm U.S. interests), criminal groups such as organized crime
groups that seek to attack for monetary gain, and hackers.
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384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) outlined several potential cybersecurity threats to DERs in
its December 2015 publication Electric Sector Failure Scenarios and Impact Analyses—Version 3.0. EPRI’s
threat events influenced the scope of this NCCoE project. Specifically, our reference architecture
addresses several scenarios where a malicious actor attempts to gain access to DER systems to deploy
malware, to manipulate or disrupt data and information exchanges, or to assume control of a utility or
microgrid management system. These “attacks” could happen independently or together as part of a
larger effort to ultimately gain control of the distribution grid or a utility’s business network. As such,
our reference architecture is being built and tested to address threats to data integrity, industrial
control malware protection and detection, and device and data authenticity.

393

3.4.2 Vulnerabilities

394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404

NIST defines a vulnerability as a “weakness in an information system, system security procedures,
internal controls, or implementation that could be exploited or triggered by a threat source.” A
vulnerability may exist inherently within a device or within the design, operation, installation, and
architecture of a system. This project does not specifically address vulnerabilities related to devices,
software, hardware, or networks used in the example solution or to the cybersecurity policies that a
distribution grid operator has in place. We encourage a consistent and comprehensive approach to
detecting vulnerabilities. While we understand the constraints of scanning and patching industrial
networks and devices, we also believe that overlooking known vulnerabilities increases cybersecurity
risk. The chances of a malicious actor gaining unauthorized access increase if an exploitable vulnerability
is left unaddressed. NIST SP 800-82 categorizes ICS vulnerabilities into the following categories with
examples:

405
406



policy and procedure–incomplete, inappropriate, or nonexistent security policy, including its
documentation, implementation guides (e.g., procedures), and enforcement

407
408



architecture and design–design flaws, development flaws, poor administration, and connections
with other systems and networks

409



configuration and maintenance–misconfiguration and poor maintenance

410



physical–lack of or improper physical access control, malfunctioning equipment

411
412



software development–improper data validation, security capabilities not enabled, inadequate
authentication privileges

413
414



communication and network–nonexistent authentication, insecure protocols, improper firewall
configuration

415
416
417
418

Performing vulnerability management and remediation tasks can provide the DER or utility operator at
least some level of assurance that they have reduced or mitigated the possibility of an exploit.
Vulnerabilities will vary from network to network, and even those specific to particular devices may vary
depending on the disposition or deployment of that device in an operating environment.
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419
420
421

Finally, knowledge of deployed assets is paramount in securing an organization’s ICS infrastructure and
mitigating risks associated with asset-based vulnerabilities. NIST Special Publication 1800-23, Energy
Sector Asset Management, describes a solution for monitoring and managing deployed OT assets.

422

3.4.3 Risk

423
424
425
426

Risk management is the ongoing process of identifying, assessing, and responding to risk as it relates to
an organization’s mission objectives. To manage risk, organizations should understand the likelihood
that an event will occur and its potential impacts. An organization should also consider statutory and
policy requirements that may influence or inform cybersecurity decisions.

427
428
429
430
431
432
433

Information system-related security risks are those risks that arise from loss of confidentiality, integrity,
or availability of information or information systems and that reflect potential adverse impacts to
organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets,
individuals, other organizations, and the nation. For the energy sector, a primary risk to OT networks is
the loss of power production and distribution assets. As described in the threats section earlier, loss in
the trustworthiness of the data, loss of control of the industrial network, or introduction of malware into
OT can have serious consequences.

434
435
436

This practice guide is informed by cybersecurity risk management processes. We provide part of the
information needed to make informed decisions—based on business needs and risk assessments—to
select and prioritize cybersecurity activities that are deemed necessary by your organization.

437

3.4.4 Security Control Map and Technologies

438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448

Table 3-1 maps the security characteristics of our reference architecture to the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework [4] security Functions, Categories, and Subcategories and the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC) Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Reliability Standards [5] that it
supports. The technologies used in this project are mapped to the Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories they support. We selected the Subcategories that address the threats, vulnerabilities, and
risks discussed above. Your organization can use Table 3-1 to identify the corresponding NIST SP 800-53
Rev 5 controls necessary to achieve the desired outcomes. While our reference architecture focuses on
the Protect and Detect Functions of the Cybersecurity Framework, there are more Functions, Categories,
and Subcategories in the framework than appear here. Your organization should select the
Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories and controls that help mitigate your business-specific
cybersecurity risks.
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Table 3-1 Security Characteristics and Controls Mapping—NIST Cybersecurity Framework
Function

PROTECT
(PR)

Category

Subcategory

Identity Management,
Authentication, and
Access Control
(PR.AC): Access to
physical and logical
assets and associated
facilities is limited to
authorized users,
processes, and devices
and is managed
consistent with the
assessed risk of
unauthorized access to
authorized activities
and transactions.

PR.AC-1: Identities and
credentials are issued,
managed, verified, revoked, and audited for
authorized devices, users, and processes.

NIST 800-53, Revision 5 Control(s)
IA-1, IA-2, IA-3,
IA-4, IA-5, IA-7,
IA-8, IA-9, IA-10,
IA-11, IA-12

PR.AC-3: Remote access
is managed.

AC-1, AC-17, AC19, AC-20, SC-15

PR.AC-4: Access
permissions and
authorizations are
managed, incorporating
the principles of least
privilege and separation
of duties.

AC-1, AC-2, AC-3,
AC-5, AC-6, AC14, AC-16, AC-24

Related NERC
CIP ID(s)

Product (s) Used

CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-007-6-R5

Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE)
TDi Technologies ConsoleWorks
Xage Security Fabric

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-005-5-R2
CIP-005-6-R2
CIP-013-1-R1
CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-005-6-R2
CIP-007-6-R5
CIP-013-1-R1

Xage Security Fabric
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Function

Category

Subcategory
PR.AC-5: Network
integrity is protected
(e.g., network
segregation, network
segmentation).

Data Security (PR.DS):
Information and
records (data) are
managed consistent

PR.DS-1: Data at rest is
protected.

NIST 800-53, Revision 5 Control(s)
AC-4, AC-10, SC7, SC-10, SC-20

Related NERC
CIP ID(s)

Product (s) Used

CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-007-6-R1

Cisco Firepower Threat Defense
Spherical Analytics Immutably
Xage Security Fabric

MP-2, MP-3, MP4, MP-5, MP-6,
MP-7, MP-8, SC28

CIP-011-2-R2R2

Anterix LTE network
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Function

DETECT
(DE)

Category

Subcategory

with the organization’s
risk strategy to protect
the confidentiality,
integrity, and
availability of
information.

PR.DS-2: Data in transit
is protected.

Anomalies and Events
(DE.AE): Anomalous
activity is detected,
and the potential
impact of events is
understood.

PR.DS-6: Integritychecking mechanisms
are used to verify
software, firmware, and
information integrity.
DE.AE-1: A baseline of
network operations and
expected data flows for
users and systems is
established and
managed.

NIST 800-53, Revision 5 Control(s)
SC-8, SC-11

SI-7, SI-10

AC-4, CA-3, CM2, SC-16, SI-4

Related NERC
CIP ID(s)

Product (s) Used

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-005-5-R2
CIP-011-2-R1

Spherical Analytics Immutably

CIP-010-2-R1
CIP-010-3-R1
CIP-010-2-R2
CIP-011-2-R1
CIP-013-1-R1
No mapping

Spherical Analytics Immutably
Sumo Logic Enterprise
Xage Security Fabric
Cisco Cyber Vision
TDi Technologies ConsoleWorks.
Radiflow iSID
TDi Technologies ConsoleWorks
Cisco Cyber Vision
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Function

Category

Subcategory
DE.AE-2: Detected
events are analyzed to
understand attack
targets and methods.
DE.AE-3: Event data are
collected and correlated
from multiple sources
and sensors.

NIST 800-53, Revision 5 Control(s)
AU-6, CA-7, RA-5,
IR-4, SI-4

AU-6, CA-7, CP-2,
IR-4, IR-5, IR-8,
SI-4

Related NERC
CIP ID(s)

Product (s) Used

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-008-5-R1
CIP-008-5-R2
CIP-008-5-R4
CIP-007-6-R4

Radiflow iSID.
Sumo Logic Enterprise
Cisco Cyber Vision
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Function

Category

Security Continuous
Monitoring (DE.CM):
The information
system and assets are
monitored to identify
cybersecurity events
and verify the
effectiveness of
protective measures.

Subcategory
DE.AE-5: Incident alert
thresholds are
established.
DE.CM-1: The
information system and
assets are monitored to
identify cybersecurity
events and verify the
effectiveness of
protective measures.
DE.CM-2: The physical
environment is
monitored to detect
potential cybersecurity
events.
DE.CM-4: Malicious
code is detected.

NIST 800-53, Revision 5 Control(s)
IR-4, IR-5, IR-8

Related NERC
CIP ID(s)

Product (s) Used

CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-007-6-R5
CIP-008-5-R1
CIP-005-5-R1

Radiflow iSID.
Cisco Cyber Vision

CA-7, PE-6, PE-20

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-006-6-R1
CIP-006-6-R2
CIP-014-2-R5

Cisco Cyber Vision

SC-44, SI-3, SI-4,
SI-8

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-007-6-R3
CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-010-2-R4

Radiflow iSID
Spherical Analytics
Cisco Cyber Vision

AU-12, CA-7, CM3, SC-5, SC-7, SI-4
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Function

Category

Subcategory
DE.CM-7: Monitoring for
unauthorized personnel,
connections, devices,
and software is
performed.

NIST 800-53, Revision 5 Control(s)
AU-12, CA-7, CM3, CM-8, PE-6,
PE-20, SI-4

Related NERC
CIP ID(s)

Product (s) Used

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-006-6-R1
CIP-007-6-R3
CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-007-6-R5
CIP-013-3-R2
Cip-010-2-R4

Radiflow iSID
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450

3.5 Cybersecurity Workforce Considerations

451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458

Table 3-2 identifies the cybersecurity work roles that most closely align with the Cybersecurity Framework security Categories and Subcategories demonstrated in our reference architecture. The work roles
are based on the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE Framework). Note that the work roles shown may apply to more than one NIST Cybersecurity Framework Category.

459

Table 3-2 Cybersecurity Work Roles Aligned to Reference Architecture

More information about NICE and other work roles can be found in NIST SP 800-181 Revision 1, Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE Framework).

NICE
Work
Role ID

NICE Work
Role

Work Role Description

Category

Specialty Area

Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategory Mapping

OM-ADM- System Admin- Responsible for setting up and Operate
Systems Admin- PR.AC-1, PR.AC001
istrator
maintaining a system or spe- and Main- istration
3, PR.AC-4
cific components of a system tain
(e.g., installing, configuring,
and updating hardware and
software; establishing and
managing user accounts;
overseeing or conducting
backup and recovery tasks;
implementing operational and
technical security controls;
and adhering to organizational security policies and
procedures).
SP-SYS001

Information Systems Security
Developer

Designs, develops, tests, and Securely
evaluates information system Provision
security throughout the systems development life cycle.

Systems Develop- PR.AC-5, PR.DSment
1, PR.DS-2,
PR.DS-6, DE.AE1

PR-CDA- Cyber Defense Uses data collected from a va- Protect and Cyber Defense
001
Analyst
riety of cyber defense tools Defend
Analysis
(e.g., IDS alerts, firewalls, network traffic logs) to analyze
events that occur within their

DE.AE-2, DE.AE3, DE.AE-5,
DE.CM-1,
DE.CM-4,
DE.CM-7
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NICE
Work
Role ID

NICE Work
Role

Work Role Description

Category

Specialty Area

Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategory Mapping

environments and to mitigate threats.
OM-ANA- Systems Secu- Responsible for the analysis Operate
Systems Analysis DE.AE-1, PR.AC001
rity Analyst
and development of the inte- and Main1, PR.AC-3
gration, testing, operations, tain
and maintenance of systems
security.

460

4 Architecture

461
462
463

NIST SP 1108r4 defines four communication pathway scenarios: legacy, high-DER, hybrid, and microgrid.
In this publication we provide a reference architecture to address the cybersecurity of some of the
communications pathways in the microgrid scenario shown in Figure 1.
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464

Figure 1 Microgrid Communications Pathways Scenario

465
466
467

In this scenario, the Distribution Ops systems, within a utility Operations Control Center, exchange
information with a Microgrid Master Control system and through this system to a PV Control System.
This architecture addresses the security of these information exchanges.

468
469

This architecture helps ensure that both the DER operator and the local utility have confidence that the
information exchanges are legitimate.

470

4.1 Architecture Description

471
472

The project reference architecture demonstrates the following capabilities to protect, monitor, and
audit DER information exchanges.

473



All information exchanges are by and between authenticated and authorized entities.

474
475



The networks used to exchange information are monitored, and suspicious activity is detected
and reported.
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476
477



A distributed ledger of information exchanges is maintained by a third party to allow both DER
operators and the utility to independently verify the information exchanges.

478
479



A DER operator log collection, data analysis and visualization capability provides controlled
results sharing with the utility and other DER operators.

480

Figure 2 and Figure 3 depict the reference architectures used to protect information exchanges.

481

Figure 2 Information Exchange, Monitoring, and Distributed Ledger Reference Architecture

482
483
484
485
486
487
488

Figure 2 shows the elements of the reference architecture for protecting information exchanges,
monitoring network traffic, and recoding information exchanges in a distributed ledger. The core
element of this architecture is the cyber demarcation point. The cyber demarcation point separates a
utility network and a microgrid network that is owned and controlled by a DER operator. The cyber
demarcation point is responsible for independently enforcing two distinct security policies—the utility’s
security policy and the microgrid owner’s security policy. There is a cyber demarcation point at each DER
operator site. It contains the following:

489
490
491



The utility gateway component implements the utility’s access policy. It verifies the identity of
utility distribution ops systems exchanging information with the microgrid master controller and
allows access based on the utility’s defined access policy. The utility gateway’s access policy uses
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492
493
494
495
496
497

the identity of the originating system to determine if a given information exchange is
authorized. The identities and access policies are managed by the utility identity management
element of the architecture. This gateway and the utility identity management element are
owned, managed, and operated by the utility. We assume all information exchanges originate
on the utility network via a request from the utility’s distribution ops systems to the microgrid
master controller.

498
499



The front-end processor component receives information requests from the utility gateway,
records them in the command register, and forwards them to the microgrid gateway.

500
501
502
503



The microgrid gateway component implements the microgrid access policy. It receives
information requests from the front-end processor and passes authorized requests into the
microgrid master controller. This gateway is owned, managed, and operated by the microgrid
operator.

504
505
506



The utility cyber monitoring component examines network and application traffic on the utility
network and alerts utility cybersecurity personnel if suspicious activity is detected. This
component is owned, managed, and operated by the utility.

507
508
509



The microgrid cyber monitoring component examines network and application traffic on the
microgrid network and alerts microgrid cybersecurity personnel if suspicious activity is detected.
This component is owned, managed, and operated by the microgrid operator.

510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528

In addition to the cyber demarcation point, other elements of the architecture contribute to
cybersecurity.
•
•

•

The distribution ops systems record every information exchange they originate in the command
register.
The microgrid master controller records every information exchange it receives from the
microgrid gateway in the command register and forwards appropriate commands to the device
gateway.
The device gateway implements a device-specific access policy. It receives requests from the
microgrid master controller and passes authorized requests to the PV control system. The device
gateway’s access policy uses the identity of the microgrid master controller to determine if a
given information exchange is authorized. The identities and access policies are managed by the
microgrid identity management element of the architecture. A device gateway allows the
microgrid gateway to implement coarse-grained access policies that are not device-specific. The
microgrid gateway can allow a request independent of the device. The device gateways can then
implement fine-grained policies that are device-specific. This allows the microgrid gateway
policies to be independent of the specific devices currently accessible on the microgrid network.
Note that the reference architecture allows but does not require the microgrid gateway policy
to be independent of the specific devices on the microgrid network. Use of the device gateway
also allows micro-segmentation of the microgrid network.
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529
530
531
532
533
534
535

This architecture allows both the utility and the microgrid operator to control access to DERs on the
microgrid. Both must agree to allow access to a specific PV control system. Similarly, both the utility and
the microgrid operator can detect suspicious activity. There is no requirement for the utility or the
microgrid operator to use the same products to implement these capabilities. There is a potential
security benefit in each organization choosing different products, which provides a degree of diversity in
an implementation. The selected products, however, must be able to exchange information via defined
protocols such as Sunspec Modbus.

536
537

Device gateways may connect to PV control systems via wired or wireless network segments. Figure 2
shows a wireless connection.

538
539
540
541

The reference architecture assumes the DER microgrid is neither owned nor operated by the utility. The
microgrid operator and the utility may each independently collect audit trails that record information
exchanges. In this way, there is no single authoritative record of these exchanges. A complete audit trail
would have to be constructed by combining audit records from the utility and the microgrid operator.

542
543
544
545
546
547

The distribution ops, front-end processor, and microgrid master controller in the reference architecture
record information exchanges in the command register. The command register is a distributed ledger
operated by a trusted third party. It provides an accurate, immutable record of all information
exchanges that may be reviewed by both the utility and the microgrid operators. The ledger provides an
authoritative source for determining who said what to whom when and is a complete audit trail of
information exchanges.

548

Figure 3 Log Collection, Data Analysis and Visualization Reference Architecture
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549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556

Figure 3 illustrates the capabilities to collect, analyze, and visualize information from the log files
generated by microgrid systems. These log files are gathered from microgrid systems by a log collector
which aggregates the log data and sends it to a cloud-based analysis and visualization capability. The
microgrid operator’s cyber defense analysts have full access to all the log information and analysis
results. The microgrid operator may choose to share select results with the utility. It is easier to realize
this selective sharing by using a cloud platform than it would be using an on-premise analysis platform.
The cloud analytics platform can also enable select information sharing between and among microgrid
operators.

557

Figure 4 Privileged User Management

558
559
560
561

Figure 4 illustrates a capability to manage the privileged users responsible for installation, configuration,
operation, and maintenance of elements of the reference architecture. Privileged user management
capabilities protect privileged access credentials, control access to management interfaces, and provide
accountability for all privileged user actions in managing products on the microgrid.

562

4.2 Example Solution Description

563
564
565

A laboratory prototype instance of the reference architecture, called an “example solution,” was
constructed to verify the design. The example solution consists of a combination of logical and physical
infrastructure at the NCCoE and on the UMD campus.

566
567

The utility network and the cyber demarcation point are represented in the example solution by virtual
infrastructure in the NCCoE lab.

568
569

The microgrid network is represented by three distinct components: a virtual network in the NCCoE lab,
the UMD campus network, and an LTE network installed on the UMD campus. Virtual private networks
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570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607

(VPNs) are used to connect the NCCoE lab to the UMD campus network and to connect the UMD
campus network, via an LTE network, to solar arrays on two UMD parking garages.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The distribution ops system was implemented by NCCoE-developed software that can send
Sunspec Modbus commands to a PV control system and record those commands in the
command register.
The utility gateway and utility identity management elements of the architecture were
implemented using the Xage Security Fabric product. Identities, devices, and access policies are
defined within the product and no external identity store is needed. Identities, device
definitions, and access policies are managed from a central manager and distributed to edge
nodes at each microgrid location for use.
The utility monitoring element of the architecture was implemented using the Radiflow iSID
industrial control network monitoring product. iSID learns normal network behaviors and then
detects anomalous activity.
The front-end processor was implemented by NCCoE-developed software that receives Sunspec
Modbus commands, records them in the command register, and forwards the command to the
microgrid gateway.
The microgrid identity management element was implemented using the Cisco Identity Services
Engine (ISE). Identities and access policies are created and managed in ISE. ISE authenticates
requests to access resources on the microgrid network and, based on policy, decides if the
request should be allowed. The access decisions are enforced by an ISE-enabled switch and
Cisco Firepower Threat Defense next-generation firewall implementing the microgrid and device
gateways.
The microgrid gateway was implemented using a Cisco Catalyst 3650 ISE-enabled network
switch. The switch enforces access decision made by ISE. Connections through the switch must
first authenticate to ISE. ISE makes an access decision and tells the switch to allow or deny the
connection. The only connection allowed is a connection between the FEP and the Microgrid
Master Controller.
The microgrid monitoring element was implemented using Cisco Cyber Vision. Cyber Vision
monitors network traffic, learns normal traffic flows and behaviors, and then detects deviations
from normal and other anomalies.
The Microgrid Master Controller was implemented by NCCoE-developed software that receives
Sunspec Modbus commands, records them in the command register, and forwards the
command to the device gateway.
The command register was implemented using the Spherical Analytics Immutably software as a
service product. Via a restful API, this product receives information from various other elements
of the architecture, stores it, enriches it with configurable proofs, and stores it in a distributed
ledger using blockchain technology. Figure 6 shows example records captured in the command
register.
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608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632

•

•
•
•

•

•

The device gateway was implemented using a Cisco Firepower Threat Defense next-generation
firewall. The firewall enforces access decision made by ISE. Connections through the firewall
must first authenticate to ISE. ISE makes an access decision and tells the firewall to allow or
deny the connection. The only connection allowed is a connection between the Microgrid
Master Controller and the PV control system.
The PV control system and associated PV array were implemented by solar array systems
installed on parking garages at UMD.
Connectivity between the device gateway and PV control systems at UMD parking garages was
provided by an LTE network installed by Anterix at UMD.
The log collection element was implemented with the open-source version of syslog-ng.
Microgrid components that generated log data in syslog format were configured to send that
data to a syslog-ng instance where it was aggregated.
The data analysis and visualization element was implemented by Sumo Logic’s software as a
service cloud-based data collection, analysis, and visualization product. Figure 5 shows an
example visualization of analysis results. This example was produced by replaying network
traffic provided by a utility over our network and observing that traffic with elements of the
reference architecture. On the left side of the example, the large green and blue graph shows
the amount of data provided by various collectors. Above that is a graph of login activity to
systems. Below that is a graphic showing operational power faults. On the right side of the
example, is a list of the top communication failure alarms and a pie chart showing what
percentage of alarms are generated by each source.
The privileged user management element was implemented using TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks product. ConsoleWorks acts as a jump box that manages privileged access
credentials, controls access to privileged functions and management interfaces, and captures all
privileged user activity in an audit trail.
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633

Figure 5 Example of Analysis and Visualization

634

Figure 6 Example Command Register Data

635
636
637

Details of the installation, configuration, and integration of these products into the example solution are
provided in Volume C of this guide.
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638
639
640
641
642
643

While the NCCoE used a suite of commercial products to address this challenge, this guide does not endorse these products, nor does it guarantee compliance with any regulatory initiatives. Your organization’s information security experts should identify the products that will best integrate with your existing tools and IT or operational technology (OT) system infrastructure. Your organization can adopt this
solution or one that adheres to these guidelines in whole, or you can use this guide as a starting point
for tailoring and implementing parts of a solution.

644

5 Security Characteristic Analysis

645
646
647
648
649
650
651

This section discusses the results of a comprehensive security evaluation of the reference architecture
shown in Figure 1 and how it supports the Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories that we identified
and mapped in Table 3-1. The purpose of the security characteristic analysis is to understand the extent
to which the project example solution meets its objective of demonstrating that information exchanges
among DERs and electric distribution grid operations can be monitored and protected from certain
cybersecurity compromises. In addition, it seeks to understand the security benefits and drawbacks of
the example solution.

652

5.1 Assumptions and Limitations

653

The security characteristic analysis has the following limitations:

654



The analysis is not a comprehensive test of all security components nor a red-team exercise.

655



The analysis cannot identify all weaknesses.

656
657
658
659



The analysis does not include the lab infrastructure. We assume that the IT infrastructure used
in the example solution is configured securely and properly managed. Testing this infrastructure
would reveal only weaknesses in implementation that would not be relevant to those adopting
this reference architecture.

660
661



The analysis considers only those product capabilities explicitly used in the example solution.
Products may have additional capabilities that are not considered.

662
663
664



The products used to implement the utility, microgrid, and DER gateways use identity to grant
or allow access. The gateways are not firewalls and do not provide network protocol-level
access control.

665
666
667



While identities are used to control access, identity and access management technologies and
processes are not addressed in the reference architecture or the example solution. See NIST SP
1800-2, Identity and Access Management for Electric Utilities, for more information.

668
669
670



The example solution includes a limited privileged user management capability. NIST SP 180018, Privileged Account Management for the Financial Services Sector, provides additional
guidance on managing privileged user access.
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671

5.2 Example Solution Testing

672
673
674
675

Testing verifies that the products we integrated in the lab environment work together as intended by
the reference architecture. For this project, we designed six test scenarios that are defined in Table 5-1
through Table 5-6. These test scenarios are presented in terms of the reference architecture element
and are independent of the specific products used to implement the example solution.

676

5.2.1 Test Scenario 1: Communication Between the Utility and a DER Is Secure

677
678

This test case verifies that authenticated and authorized systems on the utility network can
communicate with a DER connected to the microgrid network.

679

Table 5-1 Test Procedures: Communication Between the Utility and a DER Is Secure
Procedure



The utility distribution ops systems make requests for information
(information exchanges) from the PV Control System.



The PV control system is implemented by solar arrays at UMD.

Architectural
Requirements



Identity-based access management allows authenticated and
authorized systems to traverse the cyber demarcation point and
access PV Control System.

Capabilities/
Requirements



The utility identity management element provides an identity and
associated credentials to the distribution ops systems allowing them
to authenticate to the utility gateway.



The utility gateway authenticates the distribution ops systems and
enforces the access policy provided by the utility identity management
system



The microgrid identity management element provides an identity and
associated credentials to the front-end processor and the microgrid
master controller allowing them to authenticate to the microgrid
gateway and the device gateway.



The microgrid gateway authenticates the front-end processor and
enforces the access control policy provided by the microgrid identity
management system.



The device gateway authenticates the microgrid master controller and
enforces the access control policy provided by the microgrid identity
management system.



Wireless connectivity element provides communication between the
device gateway and the PV control system.
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Expected Results



Devices and users with proper authentication and authorization can
communicate between the utility and the PV control system.



Devices and users without proper authentication and/or authorization
are unable to communicate between the utility and the PV control
system.

Actual Results



Passed

Overall Results



Passed

681

5.2.2 Test Scenario 2: Integrity of Command Register Data and Communication Is
Verified

682
683

This test case verifies data providence and integrity across the system for commands being exchanged
between the utility and the PV control system.

684

Table 5-2 Test Procedure: Integrity of Command Register Data and Communication Is Verified

680

Procedure



The utility distribution ops systems make requests for information
(information exchanges) from the PV Control System.



The utility and the microgrid operator verify the record of the
information exchanges recorded in the command register.

Architectural
Requirements



An audit trail of information exchanges between the utility’s
distribution ops systems and the PV control system is maintained.

Capabilities/
Requirements



Elements along the communications path between the distribution
ops systems and the PV control system are capable of recording
information exchanges in the command register.



The command register is capable of cross-checking and verifying log
integrity.



The command register records all information exchanges between the
utility and the PV control system.



The command register verifies integrity of events throughout
individual communication life cycles.



The command register provides notification of integrity failure events
throughout individual communication life cycles.

Expected Results
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Actual Results



Passed

Overall Results



Passed

685

5.2.3 Test Scenario 3: Log File Information Can Be Captured and Analyzed

686

This test case verifies the capabilities of capturing and analyzing log data within the microgrid network.

687

Table 5-3 Test Procedure: Log File Information Can Be Captured and Analyzed
Procedure



The utility distribution ops systems make requests for information
(information exchanges) from the PV Control System.



Log file data is captured by the syslog aggregators on the NCCoE lab
data collection network.



Log files are routinely transferred by the syslog aggregators to Sumo
Logic for analysis.



Log file analysis results are presented to microgrid cyber analysts via a
Sumo Logic dashboard.

Architectural
Requirements



The microgrid monitoring element, the microgrid identity
management element, the device gateway element and the microgrid
gateway element record events in their respective logs.

Capabilities/
Requirements



All microgrid applications and services can record data in an
exportable and accessible log.



The event information captured in logs can be analyzed by audit
analysis tools.



Log data is collected across the elements on the microgrid networks.



Log data is successfully transferred to the data analysis and
visualization element.



The data analysis capability reads, interprets, and analyzes all logs that
are ingested.



The visualization capability presents the result of data analysis.



Syslog information was transferred from the monitoring components
to the data visualization and analysis component. Results of analysis
were displayed on a dashboard.

Expected Results

Actual Results
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Overall Results



Passed

688

5.2.4 Test Scenario 4: Log File Analysis Can Be Shared

689

This test case verifies that the log analysis findings can be shared through proper channels.

690

Table 5-4 Test Procedure: Log File Analysis Can Be Shared
Procedure



The microgrid operator shares a subset of the data analysis results
with the utility.



The utility operator views the data analysis results shared by the
microgrid operator

Architectural
Requirements



The data analysis and visualization element is able to selectively share
information with other organizations.

Capabilities
Requirements



The data analysis and visualization element can limit access to log data
and analysis results based on a defined access control policy.



The microgrid operator can specify access control policies that allow
access to s subset of log data and analysis results by the utility
operator.



The utility operator is able to access only the log data and analysis
results explicitly allowed by the policy the microgrid operator defined.

Actual Results



The SaaS product that implements log file analysis has data sharing
capabilities, however, those capabilities have not yet been tested in
the example solution.

Overall Result



Passed

Expected Results

691

5.2.5 Test Scenario 5: Malicious Activity Is Detected

692

This test case verifies the system’s ability to detect anomalous or malicious behavior on the network.

693

Table 5-5 Test Procedure: Malicious Activity Is Detected
Procedure



The utility distribution ops systems make requests for information
(information exchanges) from the PV Control System
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The utility monitoring element and the microgrid monitoring element
are observing network traffic.



The utility and microgrid monitoring elements can observe all
information exchanged between the distribution ops systems and the
PV control system.



Log information from the utility and microgrid monitoring elements is
sent to the data analysis and visualization element.



The microgrid and utility monitoring elements are able to identify
suspicious activity in the information exchanges through the cyber
demarcation point and report these in their log data.



The data analysis and visualization element is able to analyze
suspicious events and identify events which represent potential
incidents.

Expected Results



The data analysis and visualization element identifies potential
incidents and report them to cybersecurity personnel for action.

Actual Results



Passed

Overall Result



Passed

Architectural
Requirements

Capabilities
Requirements

694

5.2.6 Test Scenario 6: Privileged User Access Is Managed

695
696

This test case verifies that privileged users are authenticated and authorized to access only those
devices to which they have been given proper privileges.

697

Table 5-6 Test Procedure: Privileged User Access Is Managed
Procedure

Architectural
Requirements



A privileged user authenticates to the privileged user management
element.



The privileged user accesses the management interface of the
microgrid monitoring, microgrid gateway, microgrid identity
management element and device gateway element.



The privileged user management element controls access to the
management interface of the microgrid monitoring, microgrid
gateway, microgrid identity management element and device gateway
elements.
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The privileged user management element records all privileged user
action in an audit log.



The privileged user management element authenticates users
attempting to access management interface



The privileged user management element controls access to
management interfaces and functions on a per-privileged user basis.



The privilege user management system records all activity in an audit
trail.



The privileged user management element sends log information to the
data analysis and visualization element.



Authorized privileged users are able to authenticate to the privileged
user management element and access authorized management
interfaces.



Privileged users are unable to access management interfaces or
management commands they are not authorized to perform.



All authentications, access decisions and privileged user actions are
captures in the privileged user management element audit trail.

Actual Results



Passed

Overall Results



Passed

Capabilities
Requirements

Expected Results

698

5.3 Scenarios and Findings

699
700
701
702
703

Security evaluation of the reference architecture involves assessing how well the architecture addresses
the security characteristics that it is intended to support. The Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories
were used to provide structure to the security assessment. Using the Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories as a basis for organizing the analysis allows systematic consideration of the reference
architecture’s support for the intended security characteristics.

704
705
706
707

In the project description, we described a sequence of events that could lead to a malicious entity being
able to masquerade as either a utility operator or a microgrid operator. If that were to occur, the utility
could not trust the information that it would receive from the microgrid operators. Likewise, the
microgrid operators could not trust the utility’s information exchange.

708
709
710

This section analyzes the example solution in terms of the Cybersecurity Frameworkʼs specific
Subcategories supported, creating trust in information exchanges between the utility and the microgrid
operation.
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711

5.3.1 Identity Management, Authentication, and Access Control

712
713

5.3.1.1

714
715
716
717
718
719
720

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported in the reference architecture by the utility
identity management, microgrid identity management, and privileged user management elements of
the architecture. The utility can establish identities and credentials using the utility identity
management element. These identities and credentials are used by the utility gateway. The microgrid
operator can establish identities, credentials, and access policies using the microgrid identity
management element. These identities and access rules are used by the microgrid gateway and by the
device gateway.

721
722

The privileged user management element manages the privileged access credentials used to access the
management interfaces of architecture elements in the microgrid environment.

723

5.3.1.2

724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the reference architecture’s cyber
demarcation point. The cyber demarcation point uses identity to control access by the utility to devices
on the microgrid network. The reference architecture has two separate policy domains: the utility
domain and the microgrid operator domain. The cyber demarcation point consists of a utility gateway
and a microgrid gateway. The utility controls the identities used and the access policy enforced by the
utility gateway. The microgrid operator controls the identities used and the access policy enforced by
the microgrid gateway. These two gateways control remote access by the utility to devices on the
microgrid network.

732
733

5.3.1.3

734
735
736
737
738
739
740

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the reference architecture’s cyber
demarcation point. The cyber demarcation point uses identity to control access by the utility to devices
on the microgrid network. The reference architecture has two separate policy domains: the utility
domain and the microgrid operator domain. The cyber demarcation point consists of a utility gateway
and a microgrid gateway. The utility controls the access policy enforced by the utility gateway. The
microgrid operator controls the access policy enforced by the microgrid gateway. These two gateways
control remote access by the utility to devices on the microgrid network.

741
742

5.3.1.4 PR.AC-5: Network Integrity Is Protected (e.g., Network Segregation, Network
Segmentation)

743
744

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the reference architecture’s cyber
demarcation point and by network segmentation within the microgrid.

PR.AC-1: Identities and Credentials Are Issued, Managed, Verified, Revoked, and
Audited for Authorized Devices, Users, and Processes

PR.AC-3: Remote Access Is Managed

PR.AC-4: Access Permissions and Authorizations Are Managed, Incorporating the
Principles of Least Privilege and Separation of Duties
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745
746
747
748
749
750

The utility is not exchanging information directly with the microgrid, but it is exchanging information
through the cyber demarcation point. The reference architecture provides gateways to represent the
microgrid and utility independently. Thus, the utility would manage communications and security
interactions through its gateway; the microgrid operator would also manage its gateway and the assets
on its side. The device gateways within the microgrid network enable fine-grained segmentation of
resources on that network.

751

5.3.2

752

5.3.2.1

753
754
755
756

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the reference architecture’s command
register capability. The command register provides protection at rest for the audit trail of information
exchanges between the utility and microgrid operator. The ledger ensures the integrity of the audit trail
records. The distributed nature of the ledger ensures availability of the audit trail records.

757

5.3.2.2 PR.DS-2: Data in Transit Is Protected

758
759
760
761
762

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported using VPNs to encrypt traffic between the
NCCoE lab, the UMD campus network, and the solar arrays located on parking garages at UMD. In
addition to the VPN, the data is further protected in transit between the UMD campus network and the
DERs (solar arrays) by security measures built into LTE (Long Term Evolution), the wireless
network standard implemented in the reference architecture.

763
764

5.3.2.3

765
766

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the reference architecture’s command
register.

767
768
769

The command register provides an immutable, fully distributed audit trail accessible by all parties
involved in information exchanges. Using the command register, the full sequence of events between
the utility and DER operators is observable by all parties.

770

5.3.3 Anomalies and Events

771
772

5.3.3.1

773
774
775
776

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the utility cyber monitoring and microgrid
cyber monitoring components of the cyber demarcation point in the reference architecture. The cyber
monitoring components are self-training. They monitor network traffic and observe the normal behavior
and flow of information into and out of the cyber demarcation.

Data Security
PR.DS-1: Data at Rest Is Protected

PR.DS-6: Integrity-Checking Mechanisms Are Used to Verify Software, Firmware,
and Information Integrity

DE.AE-1: A Baseline of Network Operations and Expected Data Flows for Users
and Systems Is Established and Managed
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777
778

5.3.3.2 DE.AE-2: Detected Events Are Analyzed to Understand Attack Targets and
Methods

779
780
781
782

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the utility cyber monitoring and microgrid
cyber monitoring components of the cyber demarcation point and data analysis and visualization in the
reference architecture. They monitor network traffic and observe the normal behavior and flow of
information into and out of the cyber demarcation.

783
784
785
786

The data analysis and visualization element of the architecture analyzes log data from services on the
microgrid network to identify suspicious behavior and to alert analysts. Log data is compared with the
expected normal behavioral characteristics that are learned over time. Deviations from the expected
normal behavior are reported as events.

787
788

5.3.3.3

789
790
791
792
793

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the reference architecture’s data analysis
and visualization capability. The data analysis and visualization capability collects log information from
multiple sources within the microgrid network. This data is sent to a cloud analytics platform. At the
cloud analytics platform, the log data is analyzed to identify evidence of malicious or unexpected
activity.

794
795
796

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the utility monitoring and microgrid
monitoring components of the cyber demarcation point. These components can collect monitoring data
from multiple locations within the cyber demarcation point for correlation.

797
798
799
800

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the command register in the reference
architecture. The command register captures a complete audit trail of information exchanges between a
utility and DER operators who provide power to the utility. This audit trail can be analyzed for anomalies
in the way information exchanges occur.

801

5.3.3.4

802
803
804
805

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the utility cyber monitoring and microgrid
cyber monitoring components of the cyber demarcation point as well as by the data analysis and
visualization capability. Each of these monitoring and analysis capabilities has established thresholds for
detecting anomalies and generating alerts.

DE.AE-3: Event Data Are Collected and Correlated from Multiple Sources and
Sensors

DE.AE-5: Incident Alert Thresholds Are Established
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806

5.3.4

Security Continuous Monitoring

807
808

5.3.4.1

The Information System and Assets Are Monitored to Identify Cybersecurity
Events and Verify the Effectiveness of Protective Measures

809
810
811

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the utility cyber monitoring and microgrid
cyber monitoring components of the cyber demarcation point, and by the log analysis capability. Each of
these monitors aspects of the system and identifies cybersecurity events.

812
813

5.3.4.2

814
815
816
817

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the physical security systems at the NCCoE
and UMD. Both the NCCoE and UMD have physical access control systems in place to control and
monitor access to the physical locations where the example solution components are installed. NIST
monitors the NCCoE physical access control system. UMD monitors its physical security system.

818

5.3.4.3

819
820
821

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the utility cyber monitoring and microgrid
cyber monitoring components of the cyber demarcation point. These components can detect some
malicious code types based on analysis of monitored network traffic.

822
823

5.3.4.4

824
825

This Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory is supported by the microgrid cyber monitoring component
of the cyber demarcation point in the reference architecture.

826
827

The microgrid cyber monitoring component develops a model of the expected devices and information
flows. Unexpected devices or connections are detected and reported.

828

6 Future Project Considerations

829
830
831
832
833
834
835

The NCCoE recognizes that the reference architecture and example solution described in this practice
guide demonstrate some of the tenets and principles of a zero trust architecture as defined in NIST SP
800-207, Zero Trust Architecture. While most discussions around zero trust architectures focus on
implementations for IT business networks and use cases, future NCCoE Energy Sector projects might
consider implementing a zero trust architecture in an ICS environment. For example, we might consider
extending this architecture and example solution to include dynamic access control for DERs or other
grid-edge devices connecting to the distribution grid.

DE.CM-2: The Physical Environment Is Monitored to Detect Potential
Cybersecurity Events

DE.CM-4: Malicious Code Is Detected

DE.CM-7: Monitoring for Unauthorized Personnel, Connections, Devices, and
Software Is Performed
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836

Appendix A

List of Acronyms

CISA

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

DER

Distributed Energy Resource

EPRI

Electric Power Research Institute

EPS

Electric Power System

ICS

Industrial Control System

ICS-CERT

Industrial Control Systems–Computer Emergency Readiness Team

IIoT

Industrial Internet of Things

IT

Information Technology

LTE

Long-Term Evolution

NCCoE

National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OT

Operational Technology

UMD

University of Maryland

VPN

Virtual Private Network

837
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Appendix C

Benefits of IoT Cybersecurity Capabilities

858
859
860
861
862

The National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST’s) Cybersecurity for the Internet of Things
(IoT) program [6] supports development and application of standards, guidelines, and related tools to
improve the cybersecurity of connected devices and the environments in which they are deployed. By
collaborating with stakeholders across government, industry, international bodies, and academia, the
program aims to cultivate trust and foster an environment that enables innovation on a global scale.

863
864
865
866
867
868

Computing devices that integrate physical and/or sensing capabilities and network interface capabilities
are being designed, developed, and deployed at an ever-increasing pace. These devices are fulfilling
customer needs in all sectors of the economy. Many of these computing devices are connected to the
internet. A novel characteristic of these devices is their combination of connectivity and the ability to
sense and/or affect the physical world. As devices become smaller and more complex, with an
increasing number of features, the security of those devices also becomes more complex.

869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879

NIST’s Cybersecurity for IoT program has defined a set of capabilities that device manufacturers should
consider integrating into their IoT devices and that consumers should consider enabling/configuring in
those devices. Device cybersecurity capabilities are cybersecurity features or functions that IoT devices
or other system components (e.g., a gateway, proxy, IoT Platform) provide through technical means
(i.e., device hardware and software). Many IoT devices have limited processing and data storage
capabilities and may not be able to provide these device cybersecurity capabilities on their own;
consequently, they may rely on other system components to provide these technical capabilities on
their behalf. Nontechnical supporting capabilities are actions that a manufacturer or third-party
organization performs in support of the cybersecurity of an IoT device. Examples of nontechnical
support include providing information about software updates, instructions for configuration settings,
and supply chain information.

880
881
882
883
884

Used together, device cybersecurity capabilities and nontechnical supporting capabilities can help
mitigate cybersecurity risks related to the use of IoT devices while assisting customers in achieving their
goals. Device cybersecurity capabilities and nontechnical supporting capabilities—if properly defined
and integrated into Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices in a distributed energy resources (DER)
environment—can assist in securely deploying and configuring an IIoT DER ecosystem.

885

C.1 IoT Cybersecurity Capabilities Mapping

886
887
888
889
890
891

Table 5-7 below lists the device cybersecurity capabilities and nontechnical supporting capabilities as
they map to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories of particular importance to this project. It
is acknowledged that IoT devices vary in their capabilities, and there may not be a clear delineation
between the device cybersecurity capabilities that are provided by the IoT devices and those provided
by another system component. It is also understood that the capabilities of cyber-physical components
are evolving, so many of the mappings are not necessarily exact.
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892
893
894
895

The mapping presents a summary of both technical and nontechnical capabilities that could enhance the
security of an IIoT DER ecosystem. It is acknowledged that many of the device cybersecurity capabilities
may not be available in modern IoT devices and that other system elements (e.g., proxies, gateways) or
other risk mitigation strategies (e.g., network segmentation) may be necessary.
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Table 5-1 Mapping of Device Cybersecurity Capabilities and Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities to NIST Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories of the IIoT Project

Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

PR.AC-1: Identities and
credentials are issued,
managed, verified,
revoked, and audited
for authorized devices,
users, and processes.

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities

















PR.AC-3: Remote
access is managed.

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities





Ability to uniquely identify the IoT device logically.
Ability to uniquely identify a remote IoT device.
Ability for the device to support a unique device ID.
Ability to configure IoT device access control policies using
IoT device identity.
Ability to verify the identity of an IoT device.
Ability to add a unique physical identifier at an external or
internal location on the device authorized entities can access.
Ability to set and change authentication configurations,
policies, and limitations settings for the IoT device.
Ability to create unique IoT device user accounts.
Ability to identify unique IoT device user accounts.
Ability to create organizationally defined accounts that
support privileged roles with automated expiration conditions.
Ability to establish organizationally defined user actions for
accessing the IoT device and/or device interface.
Ability to enable automation and reporting of account
management activities.
Ability to establish conditions for shared/group accounts
on the IoT device.
Ability to administer conditions for shared/group accounts
on the IoT device.
Ability to restrict the use of shared/group accounts on the
IoT device according to organizationally defined conditions.
Ability to configure IoT device access control policies using
IoT device identity.
o Ability for the IoT device to differentiate between
authorized and unauthorized remote users.
Ability to authenticate external users and systems.















Providing details for how to establish unique identification for each IoT device associated with the
system and critical system components within
which it is used.
Providing communications and documentation detailing how to perform account management activities, using the technical IoT device capabilities, or
through supporting systems and/or tools.
Providing the details necessary to establish and implement unique identification for each IoT device
associated with the system and critical system
components within which it is used.
Providing the details necessary to require unique
identifiers for each IoT device associated with the
system and critical system components within
which it is used.
Providing education explaining how to establish
and enforce approved authorizations for logical access to IoT device information and system resources.
Providing education explaining how to control access to IoT devices implemented within IoT device
customer information systems.
Providing education explaining how to enforce authorized access at the system level.

N/A
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Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-007-6-R5
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DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities










PR.AC-4: Access
permissions and
authorizations are
managed,
incorporating the
principles of least
privilege and
separation of duties.






Ability to securely interact with authorized external, thirdparty systems.
Ability to identify when an external system meets the required security requirements for a connection.
Ability to establish secure communications with internal
systems when the device is operating on external networks.
Ability to establish requirements for remote access to the
IoT device and/or IoT device interface, including:
o usage restrictions
o configuration requirements
o connection requirements
o manufacturer established requirement
Ability to enforce the established local and remote access
requirements.
Ability to prevent external access to the IoT device management interface.
Ability to control the IoT device’s logical interface (e.g., locally or remotely).
Ability to detect remote activation attempts.
Ability to detect remote activation of sensors.
Ability to assign roles to IoT device user accounts.
Ability to support a hierarchy of logical access privileges for
the IoT device based on roles (e.g., admin, emergency,
user, local, temporary).
o Ability to establish user accounts to support rolebased logical access privileges.
o Ability to administer user accounts to support
role-based logical access privileges.
o Ability to use organizationally defined roles to define each user account’s access and permitted device actions.
o Ability to support multiple levels of user/process
account functionality and roles for the IoT device.

Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities

CIP-005-6-R2
CIP-013-1-R1







Providing the tools, assistance, instructions, and
other types of information to support establishing
a hierarchy of role-based privileges within the IoT
device.
Providing details about the specific types of manufacturer’s needs to access the IoT device interfaces,
such as for specific support, updates, ongoing
maintenance, and other purposes.
Providing documentation with instructions for the
IoT device customer to follow for how to restrict interface connections that enable specific activities.
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CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-005-6-R2
CIP-007-6-R5
CIP-013-1-R1

DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities












Ability to apply least privilege to user accounts.
o Ability to create additional processes, roles (e.g.,
admin, emergency, temporary) and accounts as
necessary to achieve least privilege.
o Ability to apply least privilege settings within the
device (i.e., to ensure that the processes operate
at privilege levels no higher than necessary to accomplish required functions).
o Ability to limit access to privileged device settings
that are used to establish and administer authorization requirements.
o Ability for authorized users to access privileged
settings.
Ability to create organizationally defined accounts that
support privileged roles with automated expiration conditions.
Ability to enable automation and reporting of account
management activities.
Ability to establish conditions for shared/group accounts
on the IoT device.
Ability to administer conditions for shared/group accounts
on the IoT device.
Ability to restrict the use of shared/group accounts on the
IoT device according to organizationally defined conditions.
Ability to implement dynamic access control approaches
(e.g., service-oriented architectures) that rely on:
o run-time access control decisions facilitated by dynamic privilege management.
o organizationally defined actions to access/use device.
Ability to allow information sharing capabilities based upon
the type and/or role of user attempting to share the information.



















Providing descriptions of the types of access to the
IoT device that the manufacturer will require on an
ongoing or regular basis.
Providing detailed instructions for how to implement management and operational controls based
on the role of the IoT device user, and not on an individual basis.
Providing documentation and/or other communications describing how to implement management
and operational controls to protect data obtained
from IoT devices and associated systems from unauthorized access, modification, and deletion.
Providing a detailed description of the other types
of devices and systems that will access the IoT device during customer use of the device, and how
they will access it.
Providing communications and detailed instructions for implementing a hierarchy of privilege levels to use with the IoT device and/or necessary associated information systems.
Providing communications and documentation detailing how to perform account management activities, using the technical IoT device capabilities, or
through supporting systems and/or tools.
Providing education explaining how to establish
and enforce approved authorizations for logical access to IoT device information and system resources.
Providing education explaining how to control access to IoT devices implemented within IoT device
customer information systems.
Providing education explaining how to enforce authorized access at the system level.
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Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities






PR.AC-5 Network
integrity is protected
(e.g., network
segregation, network
segmentation).
PR.DS-1: Data-at-rest is
protected.

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities

Ability to restrict access to IoT device software, hardware,
and data based on user account roles, used with proper
authentication of the identity of the user to determine
type of authorization.
Ability to establish limits on authorized concurrent device
sessions.
Ability to restrict updating actions to authorized entities.
Ability to restrict access to the cybersecurity state indicator
to authorized entities.
Ability to revoke access to the IoT device.

N/A


















N/A

Ability to execute cryptographic mechanisms of appropriate strength and performance.
Ability to obtain and validate certificates.
Ability to perform authenticated encryption algorithms.
Ability to change keys securely.
Ability to generate key pairs.
Ability to store encryption keys securely.
Ability to cryptographically store passwords at rest, as well
as device identity and other authentication data.
Ability to support data encryption and signing to prevent
data from being altered in device storage.
Ability to secure data stored locally on the device.
Ability to secure data stored in remote storage areas (e.g.,
cloud, server).
Ability to utilize separate storage partitions for system and
user data.





Providing education and supporting materials explaining how to establish roles and responsibilities
for IoT device data security, using the device capabilities and/or other services that communicate or
interface with the device.
Providing education and supporting materials describing the IoT device capabilities for role-based
controls, and how to establish different roles
within the IoT device.
Providing education and supporting materials for
how to establish roles to support IoT device policies, procedures, and associated documentation.

Providing detailed instructions for how to implement management and operational controls for securely handling and retaining IoT device data, associated systems data, and data output from the IoT
device.
Providing education describing how to securely
handle and retain IoT device data, associated systems data, and data output from the IoT device to
meet requirements of the IoT device customers’
organizational security policies, contractual requirements, applicable Federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations, standards,
and other legal requirements.
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Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-007-6-R1

CIP-011-2-R2R2

DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities


PR.DS-2: Data in transit
is protected.











PR.DS-6: Integrity
checking mechanisms
are used to verify
software, firmware,
and information
integrity.







Ability to protect the audit information through mechanisms such as:
o encryption
o digitally signing audit files
o securely sending audit files to another device
o other protections created by the device manufacturer
Ability to execute cryptographic mechanisms of appropriate strength and performance.
Ability to perform authenticated encryption algorithms.
Ability to change keys securely.
Ability to store encryption keys securely.
Ability to support trusted data exchange with a specified
minimum-strength cryptography algorithm.
Ability to support data encryption and signing to prevent
data from being altered in transit.
Ability to protect transmitted data from unauthorized access and modification.
Ability to use cryptographic means to validate the integrity
of data transmitted.
Ability to protect the audit information through mechanisms such as:
o encryption
o digitally signing audit files
o securely sending audit files to another device
o other protections created by the device manufacturer
Ability to identify software loaded on the IoT device based
on IoT device identity.
Ability to verify digital signatures.
Ability to run hashing algorithms.
Ability to perform authenticated encryption algorithms.
Ability to compute and compare hashes.

Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities







Providing documentation and/or other communications describing how to implement management
and operational controls to protect data obtained
from IoT devices and associated systems from unauthorized access, modification, and deletion.
Providing education describing how to securely
handle and retain IoT device data, associated systems data, and data output from the IoT device to
meet requirements of the IoT device customers’
organizational security policies, contractual requirements, applicable Federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations, standards,
and other legal requirements.

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-004-6-R4
CIP-004-6-R5
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-005-5-R2
CIP-011-2-R1

Providing documentation and/or other communications describing how to implement management
and operational controls to protect data obtained
from IoT devices and associated systems from unauthorized access, modification, and deletion.

CIP-010-2-R1
CIP-010-3-R1
CIP-010-2-R2
CIP-011-2-R1
CIP-013-1-R1
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Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities







Ability to utilize one or more capabilities to protect transmitted data from unauthorized access and modification.
Ability to validate the integrity of data transmitted.
Ability to verify software updates come from valid sources
by using an effective method (e.g., digital signatures,
checksums, certificate validation).
Ability to verify and authenticate any update before installing it.
Ability to store the operating environment (e.g., firmware
image, software, applications) in read-only media (e.g.,
Read Only Memory).








DE.AE-1: A baseline of
network operations
and expected data
flows for users and
systems is established
and managed.

N/A



DE.AE-2: Detected
events are analyzed to
understand attack
targets and methods.

N/A



Providing communications to IoT device customers
describing how to implement management and operational controls to protect IoT device data integrity and associated systems data integrity.
Providing IoT device customers with the details
necessary to support secure implementation of the
IoT device and associated systems data integrity
controls.
Providing IoT device customers with documentation describing the data integrity controls built into
the IoT device and how to use them. If there are no
data integrity controls built into the IoT device, include documentation explaining to IoT device customers the ways to achieve IoT device data integrity.
Providing details for how to review and update the
IoT device and associated systems while preserving
data integrity.
Providing documentation describing how to implement and securely deploy monitoring devices and
tools for IoT devices and associated systems.

Providing documentation describing IoT device behavior indicators that could occur when an attack is
being launched.
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Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

N/A

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-008-5-R1
CIP-008-5-R2
CIP-008-5-R4

DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory

DE.AE-3: Event data are
collected and
correlated from
multiple sources and
sensors.
DE.AE-5: Incident alert
thresholds are
established.
DE.CM-1: The
information system and
assets are monitored to
identify cybersecurity
events and verify the
effectiveness of
protective measures.

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities













DE.CM-2: The physical
environment is
monitored to detect
potential cybersecurity
events.

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities


N/A

Ability to provide a physical indicator of sensor use.
Ability to send requested audit logs to an external audit
process or information system (e.g., where its auditing information can be checked to allow for review, analysis, and
reporting).
Ability to keep an accurate internal system time.
Ability to generate alerts for specific events.
Ability to differentiate between when a device will likely
operate as expected from when it may be in a degraded
cybersecurity state.
Ability to monitor specific actions based on the IoT device
identity.
Ability to access information about the IoT device’s cybersecurity state and other necessary data.
Ability to monitor for organizationally defined cybersecurity events (e.g., expected state change) that may occur on
or involving the IoT device.
Ability to support a monitoring process to check for disclosure of organizational information to unauthorized entities. (The device may be able to perform this check itself or
provide the information necessary for an external process
to check).
Ability to monitor communications traffic.



Providing documentation describing the types of
usage and environmental systems data that can be
collected from the IoT device.

N/A













Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

CIP-007-6-R4

CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-007-6-R5
CIP-008-5-R1
Providing information that describes the types of
system monitoring information generated from, or
associated with, the IoT device and instructions for
obtaining that information.
Providing documentation describing the types of
monitoring tools with which the IoT device is compatible, and recommendations for how to configure the IoT device to best work with such monitoring tools.
Providing the details necessary to monitor IoT devices and associated systems.
Providing documentation describing how to perform monitoring activities.
Providing descriptions of the types of physical access practices, and manufacturer suggested hardware or other types of devices, that can be used to
prevent unauthorized physical access to the IoT device.
Providing descriptions of the physical access security procedures the manufacturer recommends for
limiting physical access to the device and to associated device controls.
Providing details of indications, and recommendations for how to determine, when unauthorized
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CIP-005-5-R1

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-006-6-R1
CIP-006-6-R2
CIP-014-2-R5

DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory
DE.CM-4: Malicious
code is detected.

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities

N/A









DE.CM-7: Monitoring
for unauthorized
personnel,
connections, devices,
and software is
performed.








Ability to support a monitoring process to check for disclosure of organizational information to unauthorized entities. (The device may be able to perform this check itself or
provide the information necessary for an external process
to check).
Ability to monitor changes to the configuration settings.
Ability to detect remote activation attempts.
Ability to detect remote activation of sensors.
Ability to take organizationally defined actions when unauthorized hardware and software components are detected






physical access to the IoT device was or is attempted or is occurring.
Providing education for how to implement malicious code protection in the IoT device and associated systems as well as how to detect and eradicate malicious code.
Providing education for how to update the IoT device and related systems malicious code protection
mechanisms when new releases are available, in
accordance with organizational configuration management policy and procedures.
If the IoT device manufacturer provides anti-malware for the associated IoT device, or if the IoT device has built-in anti-malware capabilities, the
manufacturer should provide education to IoT device customers describing how to use and/or configure malicious code protection mechanisms in IoT
devices, supporting anti-malware tools, and related
systems.
Providing education that include the details necessary to implement management and operational
controls for malicious code detection and eradication.
Providing appropriate tools, assistance, instructions, or other details describing the capabilities for
monitoring the IoT device and/or for the IoT device
customer to report actions to the monitoring service of the manufacturer’s supporting entity.
Providing the details necessary to monitor IoT devices and associated systems.
Providing documentation describing details necessary to identify unauthorized use of IoT devices and
their associated systems.
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Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)
CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-007-6-R3
CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-010-2-R4

CIP-003-7-R2
CIP-005-5-R1
CIP-006-6-R1
CIP-007-6-R3
CIP-007-6-R4
CIP-007-6-R5
CIP-013-3-R2
CIP-010-2-R4

DRAFT
Cybersecurity
Framework v1.1
Subcategory
898

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting
Capabilities

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities
(e.g., disallow a flash drive to be connected even if a Universal Serial Bus [USB] port is present).



Providing documentation that describes indicators
of unauthorized use of the IoT device.
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Related
NERC CIP
ID(s)

DRAFT

900

C.2 Device Capabilities Supporting Security Characteristic Analysis Test
Scenarios

901
902
903
904
905

Table 5-8 below builds on the security characteristic analysis test scenarios included in Section 5.2 of this
document. The table lists both device cybersecurity capabilities and nontechnical supporting
capabilities that map to the requirements for each of the test scenarios. If IoT devices are integrated
into an IIoT DER ecosystem, selecting devices and/or third parties that provide these capabilities can
help achieve the respective test scenario requirements.

906
907
908
909

It is acknowledged that IoT devices vary in their capabilities, and there may not be a clear delineation
between the device cybersecurity capabilities that are provided by the IoT devices and those provided
by another system component. It is also understood that the capabilities of cyber-physical components
are evolving, so many of the mappings are not necessarily exact.

910
911
912
913
914

It is acknowledged that many of the device cybersecurity capabilities may not be available in some IoT
devices and that other system elements (e.g., proxies, gateways) or other risk mitigation strategies (e.g.,
network segmentation) may be necessary. It is also understood that not every capability in the table is
applicable to every use case. The table provides utilities and/or DER operators a listing of technical and
nontechnical capabilities that might be important in IIoT DER ecosystems.

899
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DRAFT
915
916

Table 5-2 - Device Cybersecurity Capabilities and Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities that Map to Each of the Security Test
Scenarios

Scenario ID and
Description with
CSF Subcategories

Scenario 1:
Communication
between the utility
and a DER is secure:
This test case will
verify that
authenticated and
authorized systems
on the utility
network can
communicate with a
DER connected to
the microgrid
network.

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities





















Ability to uniquely identify the IoT device logically.
Ability to uniquely identify a remote IoT device.
Ability for the device to support a unique device ID.
Ability to configure IoT device access control policies using IoT device
identity.
Ability to verify the identity of an IoT device.
Ability to add a unique physical identifier at an external or internal
location on the device authorized entities can access.
Ability to set and change authentication configurations, policies, and
limitations settings for the IoT device.
Ability to revoke access to the device.
Ability to create unique IoT device user accounts.
Ability to identify unique IoT device user accounts.
Ability to create organizationally defined accounts that support privileged roles with automated expiration conditions.
Ability to configure IoT device access control policies using IoT device
identity.
Ability to authenticate external users and systems.
Ability to securely interact with authorized external, third-party systems.
Ability to identify when an external system meets the required security requirements for a connection.
Ability to establish secure communications with internal systems
when the device is operating on external networks.
Ability to establish requirements for remote access to the IoT device
and/or IoT device interface.
Ability to enforce the established local and remote access requirements.
Ability to prevent external access to the IoT device management interface.
Ability to assign roles to IoT device user accounts.

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities

















Providing communications and documentation detailing how
to perform account management activities, using the technical IoT device capabilities, or through supporting systems
and/or tools.
Providing the details necessary to establish and implement
unique identification for each IoT device associated with the
system and critical system components within which it is
used.
Providing the tools, assistance, instructions, and other types
of information to support establishing a hierarchy of rolebased privileges within the IoT device.
Providing details about the specific types of manufacturer’s
needs to access the IoT device interfaces, such as for specific
support, updates, ongoing maintenance, and other purposes.
Providing education explaining how to control access to IoT
devices implemented within IoT device customer information
systems.
Providing education explaining how to enforce authorized access at the system level.
Providing detailed instructions and guidance for establishing
activities performed by the IoT device that do not require
identification or authentication.
Providing documentation describing the specific IoT platforms used with the device to support required IoT authentication control techniques.
Providing documentation with details describing external authentication by IoT platforms and associated authentication
methods that can be used with the IoT device
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Scenario ID and
Description with
CSF Subcategories

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities




Scenario 2:
Integrity of
Command Register
data and
communications is
verified:
This test case will
verify data
providence and
integrity across the
system for
commands being
exchanged between
the utility and the
DER microgrid.



















Ability to support a hierarchy of logical access privileges for the IoT
device based on roles.
Ability to apply least privilege to user accounts
Ability to enable automation and reporting of account management
activities.
Ability to execute cryptographic mechanisms of appropriate strength
and performance.
Ability to obtain and validate certificates.
Ability to change keys securely.
Ability to generate key pairs.
Ability to store encryption keys securely.
Ability to cryptographically store passwords at rest, as well as device
identity and other authentication data.
Ability to support data encryption and signing to prevent data from
being altered in device storage.
Ability to secure data stored locally on the device.
Ability to secure data stored in remote storage areas (e.g., cloud,
server).
Ability to utilize separate storage partitions for system and user data.
Ability to protect the audit information through mechanisms such as:
o encryption
o digitally signing audit files
o securely sending audit files to another device
o other protections created by the device manufacturer
Ability to support trusted data exchange with a specified minimumstrength cryptography algorithm.
Ability to support data encryption and signing to prevent data from
being altered in transit.
Ability to protect transmitted data from unauthorized access and
modification.
Ability to use cryptographic means to validate the integrity of data
transmitted.
Ability to identify software loaded on the IoT device based on IoT device identity

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities















Providing detailed instructions for securely handling and retaining IoT device data, associated systems data, and data
output from the IoT device.
Providing education describing how to securely handle and
retain IoT device data, associated systems data, and data
output from the IoT device to meet requirements of the IoT
device customers’ organizational security policies, contractual requirements, applicable Federal laws, Executive Orders,
directives, policies, regulations, standards, and other legal requirements.
Providing documentation and/or other communications describing how to protect data obtained from IoT devices and
associated systems from unauthorized access, modification,
and deletion.
Providing communications to IoT device customers describing how to protect IoT device data integrity and associated
systems data integrity.
Providing IoT device customers with the details necessary to
support secure implementation of the IoT device and associated systems data integrity controls.
Providing IoT device customers with documentation describing the data integrity controls built into the IoT device and
how to use them. If there are no data integrity controls built
into the IoT device, include documentation explaining to IoT
device customers the ways to achieve IoT device data integrity.
Providing details for how to review and update the IoT device
and associated systems while preserving data integrity.
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Scenario ID and
Description with
CSF Subcategories

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities










Scenario 3: Log file
information can be
captured and
analyzed:
This test case will
verify the
capabilities of
capturing and
analyzing log data
within the microgrid
network.
Scenario 4: Log file
analysis can be
shared:
This test case will
verify that the log
analysis findings can
be shared through
proper channels.















Ability to verify digital signatures.
Ability to run hashing algorithms.
Ability to perform authenticated encryption algorithms.
Ability to compute and compare hashes.
Ability to utilize one or more capabilities to protect transmitted data
from unauthorized access and modification.
Ability to validate the integrity of data transmitted.
Ability to verify software updates come from valid sources by using
an effective method (e.g., digital signatures, checksums, certificate
validation).
Ability to verify and authenticate any update before installing it.
Ability to store the operating environment (e.g., firmware image,
software, applications) in read-only media (e.g., Read Only Memory).
Ability to provide a physical indicator of sensor use.
Ability to send requested audit logs to an external audit process or
information system (e.g., where its auditing information can be
checked to allow for review, analysis, and reporting).
Ability to keep an accurate internal system time.
Ability to generate alerts for specific events.
Ability to differentiate between when a device will likely operate as
expected from when it may be in a degraded cybersecurity state.

Ability to provide a physical indicator of sensor use.
Ability to send requested audit logs to an external audit process or
information system (e.g., where its auditing information can be
checked to allow for review, analysis, and reporting).
Ability to keep an accurate internal system time.
Ability to generate alerts for specific events.
Ability to differentiate between when a device will likely operate as
expected from when it may be in a degraded cybersecurity state.

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities











Providing documentation describing how to implement and
securely deploy monitoring devices and tools for IoT devices
and associated systems.
Providing documentation describing IoT device behavior indicators that could occur when an attack is being launched.
Providing documentation describing the types of usage and
environmental systems data that can be collected from the
IoT device.

Providing documentation describing how to implement and
securely deploy monitoring devices and tools for IoT devices
and associated systems.
Providing documentation describing IoT device behavior indicators that could occur when an attack is being launched.
Providing documentation describing the types of usage and
environmental systems data that can be collected from the
IoT device.
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CSF Subcategories

Scenario 5:
Malicious activity is
detected:
This test case will
verify the system’s
ability to detect
anomalous or
malicious behavior
on the network.

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities


















Ability to provide a physical indicator of sensor use.
Ability to send requested audit logs to an external audit process or
information system (e.g., where its auditing information can be
checked to allow for review, analysis, and reporting).
Ability to keep an accurate internal system time.
Ability to generate alerts for specific events.
Ability to differentiate between when a device will likely operate as
expected from when it may be in a degraded cybersecurity state.
Ability to monitor specific actions based on the IoT device identity.
Ability to access information about the IoT device’s cybersecurity
state and other necessary data.
Ability to monitor for organizationally defined cybersecurity events
(e.g., expected state change) that may occur on or involving the IoT
device.
Ability to support a monitoring process to check for disclosure of organizational information to unauthorized entities.
Ability to monitor communications traffic.
Ability to support a monitoring process to check for disclosure of organizational information to unauthorized entities.
Ability to monitor changes to the configuration settings.
Ability to detect remote activation attempts.
Ability to detect remote activation of sensors.
Ability to take organizationally defined actions when unauthorized
hardware and software components are detected (e.g., disallow a
flash drive to be connected even if a Universal Serial Bus [USB] port
is present).

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities




















Providing documentation describing how to implement and
securely deploy monitoring devices and tools for IoT devices
and associated systems.
Providing documentation describing IoT device behavior indicators that could occur when an attack is being launched.
Providing documentation describing the types of usage and
environmental systems data that can be collected from the
IoT device.
Providing information that describes the types of system
monitoring information generated from, or associated with,
the IoT device and instructions for obtaining that information.
Providing documentation describing the types of monitoring
tools with which the IoT device is compatible, and recommendations for how to configure the IoT device to best work
with such monitoring tools.
Providing the details necessary to monitor IoT devices and
associated systems.
Providing documentation describing how to perform monitoring activities.
Providing education for how to implement malicious code
protection in the IoT device and associated systems as well as
how to detect and eradicate malicious code.
Providing education for how to update the IoT device and related systems malicious code protection mechanisms when
new releases are available, in accordance with organizational
configuration management policy and procedures.
Providing the details necessary to monitor IoT devices and
associated systems.
Providing documentation describing details necessary to
identify unauthorized use of IoT devices and their associated
systems.
Providing documentation that describes indicators of unauthorized use of the IoT device.
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CSF Subcategories

Scenario 6:
Privileged user
access is managed:
This test case will
verify that
privileged users are
authenticated and
authorized to access
only those devices
to which they have
been given proper
privileges.
PR.AC-1
PR.AC-3
PR.AC-4
PR.AC-5

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities























Ability to uniquely identify the IoT device logically.
Ability to uniquely identify a remote IoT device.
Ability for the device to support a unique device ID.
Ability to configure IoT device access control policies using IoT device
identity.
Ability to verify the identity of an IoT device.
Ability to add a unique physical identifier at an external or internal
location on the device authorized entities can access.
Ability to set and change authentication configurations, policies, and
limitations settings for the IoT device.
Ability to revoke access to the device.
Ability to create unique IoT device user accounts.
Ability to identify unique IoT device user accounts.
Ability to create organizationally defined accounts that support privileged roles with automated expiration conditions.
Ability to configure IoT device access control policies using IoT device
identity.
Ability to authenticate external users and systems.
Ability to securely interact with authorized external, third-party systems.
Ability to identify when an external system meets the required security requirements for a connection.
Ability to establish secure communications with internal systems
when the device is operating on external networks.
Ability to establish requirements for remote access to the IoT device
and/or IoT device interface.
Ability to enforce the established local and remote access requirements.
Ability to prevent external access to the IoT device management interface.
Ability to assign roles to IoT device user accounts.
Ability to support a hierarchy of logical access privileges for the IoT
device based on roles.
Ability to apply least privilege to user accounts

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities

















Providing communications and documentation detailing how
to perform account management activities, using the technical IoT device capabilities, or through supporting systems
and/or tools.
Providing the details necessary to establish and implement
unique identification for each IoT device associated with the
system and critical system components within which it is
used.
Providing the tools, assistance, instructions, and other types
of information to support establishing a hierarchy of rolebased privileges within the IoT device.
Providing details about the specific types of manufacturer’s
needs to access the IoT device interfaces, such as for specific
support, updates, ongoing maintenance, and other purposes.
Providing education explaining how to control access to IoT
devices implemented within IoT device customer information
systems.
Providing education explaining how to enforce authorized access at the system level.
Providing detailed instructions and guidance for establishing
activities performed by the IoT device that do not require
identification or authentication.
Providing documentation describing the specific IoT platforms used with the device to support required IoT authentication control techniques.
Providing documentation with details describing external authentication by IoT platforms and associated authentication
methods that can be used with the IoT device
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DRAFT
Scenario ID and
Description with
CSF Subcategories

Device Cybersecurity Capabilities


917

Manufacturer Nontechnical Supporting Capabilities

Ability to enable automation and reporting of account management
activities.
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